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Abstract. Throughout the years, authentication processes of individ-
uals’ identities have become essential parts of our modern daily life.
These authentication processes also introduced the heavy use of Per-
sonally Identifiable Information (PII) in various applications. On the
other hand, the continuous increase of identity–the unauthorized use of
such PII–has created rich business opportunities for identity protection
service providers. These services usually consist of a monitoring system
that continuously searches through the Internet for incidents that sup-
posedly indicates identity theft activities. However, these solutions are
largely based on case studies and a quantified method is missing among
different identity protection services.
This research offers a tool that provides quantitative analysis among dif-
ferent identity protection services. By bringing together previous work in
the field, namely the UT Center for Identity (CID) Identity Ecosystem
(a Bayesian network mathematical representation of a person’s identity),
real world identity theft data, stochastic game theory, and Markov deci-
sion processes, we generate and evaluate the best strategy for defending
against the theft of personal identity information. One of the research
problems that this paper addresses is the computation complexity of
quantitatively evaluating identity protection strategies with real world
data. In a real world database like Identity Threat Assessment and Pre-
diction (ITAP) project which the UT CID Identity Ecosystem is built
on, the number of PII attributes in use are normally in the order of 103.
We propose a reinforcement learning algorithm for solving the optimal
strategy to protect the user’s identity against a malicious and efficient at-
tacker. We aim to understand how initial individual PII exposure evolves
into crucial PII breaches over time in terms of the dynamic integrity
of the Identity Ecosystem. Real world identity protection strategies are
then translated into the system and fight against the malicious attacker
for quantitative comparison in our experiment. We present the survival
analysis to these strategies and calculate the survival gap between these
strategies against our active protection strategy as our experiment result.
This study is aimed to understand the evolutionary process of identity
under attack which may inspire a new direction for future identity pro-
tection strategies.

Keywords: Privacy Protection, Identity Protection Service, Personally
Identifiable Information, Stochastic Game, Identity Ecosystem, Rein-
forcement Learning
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1 Introduction

Today, more and more authentication and authorization processes are involved
in our daily lives. At the same time, specific combinations of Personally Identi-
fiable Information attributes, known as PII, are used to enable these processes.
According to [8] PII is defined as 1) any information that can be used to dis-
tinguish or trace an individual’s identity, such as name, social security number,
date and place of birth, mother’s maiden name, or bio-metric records; and 2)
any other information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medi-
cal, educational, financial, and employment information. Modern authentication
and authorization processes usually have strong involvement of multiple PII at-
tributes to ensure reliability and integrity.

According to the 2016 U.S. National Crime Victimization Survey [10], at least
25.9 million Americans were affected by identity fraud–the breach and illegal use
of victims’ PII–in the previous year. In the consumer sentinel network from the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), identity theft and fraud are one of the top
categories of scam reported to the agency, to which people lost more than $1.9
billions in 2019. The number of identity fraud, theft and other scams reached
an all time high in the past year, making itself a clear and present threat to our
modern society.

Companies like Lifelock[14], identityforce[9], and ID watchdog[21], which of-
ten refer to their services as identity theft protection services, have become
popular to solve the problem of personal identity theft. However, no service can
guarantee a total protection against having crucial PII attributes being stolen.
What these companies are offering is actually monitoring as well as recovery
services. The monitoring services use several identity theft indicators to probe
for identity theft. On the other hand, the recovery services focus on minimizing
the impact of an identity theft after the incident has taken place [6]. We can
easily find qualitative comparison among many of these identity theft protection
services while there are little quantitative results available in the literature.

Recently, Liau et al. [13] proposed a quantitative evaluation framework for
different identity protection systems which utilized the combination of UT CID
Ecosystem, a Bayesian network representation of a person’s identity, and stochas-
tic shortest path games to evaluate different identity protection systems with
survival analysis. Although the results are promising, the evaluation was done
artificially on a sampled network due to the large number of PII attributes in-
volved in human daily activities. In this work, we wish to further extend the
results so that the full data of over 6,000 identity theft and fraud news reports
in the Identity Threat Assessment and Prediction (ITAP) project can be utilized
to give us a real-world evaluation of different protection strategies.

In this research, we build on various previous work: 1) the UT CID Identity
Ecosystem, 2) the UT CID ITAP 3) Stochastic Game Theory, and 4) Reinforce-
ment Learning. Figure 1 provides a high-level summary of our contribution.
ITAP provides a comprehensive list of 627 real-world PII attributes to the UT
CID Identity Ecosystem to formulate the Bayesian Network representation of
a person’s identity. We simulate the evolutionary process of identity theft as a
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Fig. 1. High-level structure of our identity protection system evaluation.

stochastic shortest path game played between the identity owner and the attacker
while the owner’s identity evolves over the Bayesian network model through time.
In order to quantitatively evaluate an existing identity protection system, we in-
terpret it as a protection strategy for the owner. We then further generate a
minimax strategy for the attacker through the optimal strategy generating algo-
rithm. We simulate the game and finally produce a survival analysis—how the
given identity protection system survives in the face of an optimal identity at-
tacker. The application of reinforcement learning is particularly novel
in this paper, as it enables our game between the attacker and PII
owner on the Identity Ecosystem to scale to real-world situations.

The UT Center for Identity, [23], developed the Identity Ecosystem, which
is a Bayesian network representation of a person’s identity, to study how personal
identities are constructed and used in daily lives [24, 18, 17, 4]. It also articulates
the relationships between PII attributes, and the dynamics of identity when the
condition of these relationships and PII attributes change. For instance, one
could analyze the security level of an authentication method utilizing the power
of the UT CID Identity Ecosystem [3]. In short, three main queries of the real
world are answered by the UT CID Ecosystem: 1) the risk of exposure of a
certain PII attribute, 2) the cause of an exposure, and 3) the cost/liability of an
exposure.

The UT CID Identity Threat Assessment and Prediction (ITAP)
Project [26, 25] is a longitudinal study of about 6,000 identity theft and fraud
stories over the past twenty years. A team of modelers manually investigate
identity theft and fraud news stories collected online and record various aspects
of them, including how the theft/fraud happened, its consequences, and impor-
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tantly PII exploited. Through ITAP, we obtain a comprehensive list of over 627
real-life PII attributes.

Stochastic games are a special type of games that were first introduced by
Shapley [19]. Unlike the usual game setup, the basic version of stochastic games
takes the form of a Markov Decision Process. A stochastic shortest path game is
a special class of games in the family of zero-sum stochastic games. In previous
work from Patek [16], the sufficient condition for existence of a unique solution
and the convergence results were established for the finite-state compact control
stochastic shortest path games. More recent results can be found in [22] which
extends the results of Patek [16] to a broader class of stochastic shortest path
games.

A reinforcement learning problem [15] traditionally involves an agent in
a dynamic environment where the agent is trying to maximize its payoff through
solving a problem. The process involves learning a mapping from optimal actions
to situations of the environment the agent can observe. These problems are
often considered closed-loop problems since the action of the agent can result in
changing the environment around it. Mathematically speaking, a reinforcement
learning problem is equivalent to the optimal control problem of Markov Decision
Processes (MDP). In our work, the identity attacker and the identity owner are
the agents and we utilize function approximation to develop the algorithm that
can find an optimal strategy in the protection game.

In this paper, we develop a reinforcement learning algorithm to solve a
stochastic shortest path game based on the UT CID Identity Ecosystem with
its full ITAP data set and provide the survival evaluation of different popular
identity protection services used by companies in the real world. In addition, we
provide some extended quantitative analysis of the original UT CID Ecosystem
as in [5, 17] to further understand how modern PII attributes are associated with
one another.

In Section 2, we cover the topics of various foundations of this work including
the UT CID ITAP and Identity Ecosystem, stochastic shortest path games, and
reinforcement learning with state approximation. Section 3 highlights our main
contributions. We then present our evaluation results in Sections 4 and 5 where
different identity protection strategies are compared and the insights we learn
are discussed. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Background

In this section we cover the foundations of our work, including UT CID ITAP
and Identity Ecosystem which we obtained from their respective authors[26, 23],
stochastic shortest path games, and reinforcement learning with state approxi-
mation.

2.1 Identity Threat Assessment and Prediction (ITAP) Project

The UT CID ITAP[26] gathers identity theft data, including exploited PII,
through the analysis of over 6,000 actual identity theft and fraud news reports.
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The ITAP project models “business” processes employed in real world identity
theft and fraud cases to construct a risk assessment of identity threat patterns
and consequences. Not only does the ITAP tool provide statistics about how and
what kind of identity theft takes place on a daily basis across the 16 Depart-
ment of Homeland Security (DHS) critical infrastructure sectors, but ITAP also
captures methods and resources used to carry out identity theft and fraud. Sig-
nificant to our work is ITAP’s list of 627 actual PII attributes and the frequency
of each PII attribute being used to expose another.

2.2 UT CID Identity Ecosystem

The UT CID Identity Ecosystem[23], as shown in Figure 2, is a Bayesian model
of PII attributes and their relationships. The version of the UT CID Identity
Ecosystem model examined in this research is populated with real-world data
from approximately 6,000 reported identity theft and fraud cases collected as
part of the UT CID ITAP project. We leverage this populated Ecosystem model
to provide unique, empirically-based insights into the variety of PII, their prop-
erties, and how they interact. Each of the 627 PII from ITAP (e.g., social security
number, address, fingerprint) becomes a node in the UT CID Identity Ecosys-
tem graph. The “probabilistically determines” relationship from PII A to PII
B in the UT CID Identity Ecosystem indicates that PII attribute A was used
to discover or create PII attribute B in some of the 6,000 identity theft and
fraud cases of ITAP. The weight of such an edge between A and B is extracted
from the frequency of A being used to discover/create B. Through the UT CID
Identity Ecosystem, we understand how each PII attribute interacts with an-
other as a consequence of exposure. For example, exposure or theft of a person’s
social security number or a credit card number might result in very different
consequences. Informed by the real-world data, this research investigates the
ecosystem of personal identifiable information in which criminals compromise
and misuse PII.

2.3 Stochastic Shortest Path Games

Stochastic games are a special type of games that were first introduced by Shap-
ley [19]. Unlike the usual game setup, the basic version of stochastic games takes
the form of a Markov Decision Process. Consider a two-player game where there
are a finite number N positions, or states, and a finite number uk,vk of actions
to all positions k ∈ [1, N ] for players u and v, respectively. Within a round of the
game, each player chooses a valid action according to the position of the game.
The game then moves to another position l with some probability distribution
depending on the actions that the players chose. Players then receive payoffs
according to the actions they chose and the position. The game would be played
continuously until the game ends in some terminal position. Without the loss
of generality, there is a possibility that such a game would continue forever. In
Shapley’s original paper, the existence of an optimal strategy for such a game
is established. In previous work from Kushner and Chamberlain[12], a variety
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of the Identity Ecosystem [23]. In this particular example, the size
of a PII node is determined by its risk of exposure and different colors are used to
distinguish the types of PII.

of cost functions as well as other constraints of stochastic games are studied
in detail. In this work, we shall borrow the results from Shapley and solve the
optimal strategy with the policy iteration algorithm. One special class of the
stochastic games is the stochastic shortest path games.

In stochastic shortest path games, the players have the exact opposite objec-
tive with respect to one another. In our case, consider an identity owner referred
to as the user and a malicious person as the attacker. If the goal of the user now
is to prevent some crucial PII from being exposed (e.g., bank account password),
the goal of the attacker is to acquire/expose that piece of information as soon as
possible while the user is trying to prolong this process as long as possible. The
game ends/terminates immediately if the bank account password is exposed. In
other words, the attacker is trying to end the game in the fastest manner while
the objective of the user is exactly the opposite. This problem has been studied
by Patek[16] while Huizhen [22] studied the problem in a finite state space with
results for Q-Learning algorithms. In our work, we utilize the results to construct
a workable strategy solving algorithm that solves the problem at a bigger scale
where the state space is the size of the power set of the PII attributes extracted
from ITAP.

2.4 Reinforcement Learning with Linear State Approximation

In [13], the authors established a value iteration (VI) algorithm and convergence
result for a general identity network with a small size. The problem with a VI
algorithm is that in the real world, the PII attributes used by regular Americans
are of a considerably larger size. In addition to that, as we are entering the era
of the Internet of Things (IoT), the PII attribute in use is guaranteed to surpass
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previous numbers dramatically. A simple VI algorithm is simply not powerful
enough to solve the optimal strategy of the identity protection game. To further
illustrate the idea, consider the identity protection game mentioned in the last
section and the set of 627 PII from ITAP. The state of the MDP problem is
O(2627) in the worst case given that there are two status for each PII attribute
(i.e., exposed and unexposed). Thus we need to involve reinforcement learning
techniques in order to solve the problem.

Reinforcement learning [2] has been one of the research areas of interest in
machine learning research. Mathematically, reinforcement learning problems are
often formed as optimal control problem of an MDP problem. A MDP model
consists of five essential elements: decision epochs, states, actions, transition
probabilities, and rewards. A decision maker, at certain time epochs, is given a
opportunity to make influence to the evolve of the system. The goal is to find a
rule to these sequence of actions that will make the system to evolve in a way that
maximize some predetermined utility. In our case, we do have the information
of the transition probability but unfortunately due to the complexity and the
size of the problem, we cannot solve the problem using naive reinforcement
learning framework such as the basic version of value iteration or policy iteration
algorithm.

Luckily, this problem is like many of the practical problems that exist in
the reinforcement context [1] where the natural representation of the system
is simply too larger to memorize. Consider a system where the observations are
simultaneous binary measurements from n different sensors, in which the natural
representation of the system would be of size 2n. If we want to solve any MDP
problem for this example, the problem simply becomes unsolvable provided n
is sufficiently large. The idea of state representation is that depending on the
exact problem we are solving, we are not stuck with the natural representation
of the system but finding good indicators and a function of these indicators to
represent the state. Take the common Q-Learning algorithm from [7], from which
we have the general idea of what could be considered as a good representation.
Comparing between different representation choices, one important concept is
coverage which is the portion of the state space for which feature’s value is not
zero. Features with low coverage provide better accuracy, while features with
high coverage offer better generalization. In practice, it is important to decide
the balance between the two given different problems or goals. Proper choices
of accuracy result in preciseness of the value function, while good generalization
results in an acceptable convergence time of the algorithm.

3 Our contribution: Real World Identity Protection
Strategy Evaluation with Dynamic Identity Ecosystem

The main contribution of this work is that we bring together various works in
the field to form a quantitative identity protection strategy evaluation. From
Fig 1, the core of the evaluation system, naming the Dynamic Identity Ecosys-
tem, takes input from a UT CID Identity Ecosystem constructed from real world
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identity theft stories and domain knowledge of PII attributes to capture the dy-
namic nature of our personal identity. Although a value iteration algorithm was
built [13] to solve for the optimal defense and attack strategies, the algorithm was
not capable of solving the problem when we includes the whole ITAP database,
since the number of PII attributes in use are normally in the order of 103.

We propose a Q-learning algorithm with state approximation in this work to
fill in the gap and evaluate identity protection strategies adopted by different
companies in the real world. The survival analysis result are given in Sec 5.
By interpreting real world strategies into the system, we are able to obtain
valuable knowledge to efficiently defend against identity theft in the real world.
One key idea in our work is the concept of a pro-active protection strategy
which had already been used in some scenarios to provide enhanced security.
To give an example, many companies requires the password of the account to
be changed every given period of time instead of monitoring the Internet for
breaching events. Similar ideas can be applied to daily PII attributes in use to
enhance the integrity of personal identity. We would also like to have an estimate
of the gap between the real world monitoring strategy and a pro-active protection
strategy.

4 Experiments

In this section, some details related to the actual implementation is provided
which establishes the progress of choosing good indicators for state approxima-
tion. First, we provide statistics about the UT CID Identity Ecosystem with
ITAP data which gives some quantitative discrimination about how PII at-
tributes are connected to one another in practice. Based on the statistics, we
then choose and present the indicators that in practice leads to good learning
results in the proposed study case.

4.1 Statistics of the UT CID Ecosystem

In order to choose appropriate indicators for our system, we analyze the data
in the UT CID Ecosystem from various view points, beyond what its authors
have already reported [5]. For PII attributes in the ecosystem, the number of di-
rected connected PII attributes (children and parent nodes) are at an average of
1.34. We have 67% of the PII attributes that are used only as a single breaching
point to identity theft which means the status of these PII attributes does not
contribute to the risk of other PII attributes. Below 10% of the PII attributes
have more than 10 children PII attributes in the Ecosystem. The total number
of edges in the UT CID Ecosystem is 844. Combine the statistics from above,
we can describe the UT CID Ecosystem which represents a person’s identity as
a centric-wise network, meaning that most of the nodes are connected to few
edges in the network while there exists a small group of nodes that are highly
connected. Imagine a network in which there exists a small cluster consisting of
a small portion of nodes in the network while other nodes are sparsely connected
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to the nodes in the cluster. This description gives us the imagination of how a
UT CID Identity Ecosystem looks like (Figure 2). Transforming these properties
in the real world, one can give a conjecture to the ways that our PII attributes
relate to each other as follows: Since one of the sources that the UT CID Iden-
tity Ecosystem is constructed from is identity theft criminal history, it is at some
level representing how identities are being stolen. There are PII attributes like
names or addresses that are commonly used in many of the daily authentica-
tion/authorization processes while PII attributes like salary or call history are
connected to these highly connected PII attributes. If these highly connected
or core PII attributes were exposed to malicious people in the real world, the
attackers can leverage the connection to significantly increase their ability to
expose any other PII attributes. On the contrary, if the sparsely connected PII
attribute were exposed, the total number of PII attributes at risk of exposure
would be limited.

Figure 3 displays how PII attributes are connected in the Ecosystem. About
92.8% of the 627 PII attributes are without children, meaning that they have
not been found to be used to acquire other PII attributes. As a result, only 7.2%
of PII attributes have impact on the risk of exposure of other PII attributes.
Furthermore, 33.7% of the PII attributes are directly connected to, from an-
other (parent) PII attribute. Notice that overall, 65.4% of the PII attributes are
isolated from other PII attributes.

Fig. 3. How PII attributes are connected in the Ecosystem. 7.2% of the total PII
attributes have a direct effect on exposure of other PII attributes. 66.3% of the total PII
attributes are not directly affected by exposure of other PII attributes. This indicates
that some PII attributes are heavily used in our daily lives while others are not.

To choose good indicators, we need PII attributes that preserve the most state
information while maintaining the complexity requirement for the problem. In
our case, we have tried different number and different kinds of indicators for our
algorithm. The final indicators in Table 1 for the experiments in Section 5. Note
that depending on different target PII attributes to protect, these indicators can
be replaced by others. For this particular experiment setup, there are roughly
two kinds of them. Indicators 1,2,3,4,7 are universal indicators that preserve that
its properties that are independent of the target PII attributes set, while the rest
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are target dependent indicators. We utilize this hybrid approach for the learning
framework in this work.

Indicator of Choice

1 The number of highly important PII attributes.

2 The number of moderately important PII attributes.

3 The number of exposed PII attributes that have 10+ children.

4 The number of exposed PII attributes that have 10+ parent.

5 The number of PII attributes that are on the driver’s license.

6 The number of PII attributes to perform a credit card fraud.

7 The number of PII attributes to that has a high (top 10%) prior probability of being
exposed.

Table 1. The indicator of choice in our financial data breach experiment. Two kinds of
indicators are used, indicator 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 are universal indicators that may be reused
for other data breach scenario. Indicator 4, 5 and 6 are experiment related indicators.
For different kinds of identity theft categories, these indicators can be swapped to other
ones for better learning results.

4.2 Temporal Difference Reinforcement Learning

As mentioned in the previous section, in the dynamic Identity Ecosystem, a per-
son’s identity status is defined by the combination of 627 PII attributes. However,
just as any other real world reinforcement learning problem, it is impossible to
apply naive learning algorithms directly to solve the optimal strategy since we
have O(2627) of these states to cover.

In our case, in which we conduct a Monte Carlo type of simulation, we have
the estimated transition distribution to every connected state in the system
through querying the original UT CID Identity Ecosystem. In this case, the
problem is more like solving the optimal strategy of a game where the state
space is extremely large. Some common approaches to these type of problems
are value function approximation [11], sparse sampling techniques, and policy
gradient [20] in which the complexity of the algorithm is independent of the
size of the state space. In this work, we adopt the temporal difference (TD) rein-
forcement learning with function approximator to solve the problem. While other
techniques may have different results in performance, we choose this method to
incorporate our existing knowledge of a person’s identity [26]. For example, in
most of the states of a person’s identity, the probability of a PII attribute being
exposed in the near future is mostly low with the order of 10−3. The number of
PII attributes that have a decent probability compared to the others (which we
refer to as “at risk”) is limited in most cases. In this case, approximating the
state as related to low risk PII attributes can be very helpful. In the reinforce-
ment learning context, these type of network structure are often referred to as
indicators. We pick 7 indicators as follows based on the knowledge and analysis
of the UT CID Identity Ecosystem to fit in our algorithm.
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5 Results

In this section, we discuss the results of the experiments as well as its real world
interpretation. In the first part, results for understanding the strategies we are
producing are provided. We show that the generated strategy is indeed better
in performance in some common sense reference strategies like idling or pure
random strategy. Finally, we transform three different popular real world defense
strategy into our system against an efficient attacker utilizing the minimax attack
strategy. The result are compared to the active protection strategy for the final
evaluation to determine the performance gap.

5.1 What are we learning from the experiments?

First, we demonstrate a financial PII evaluation utilizing dynamic Identity ecosys-
tem and the proposed learning algorithm. Notice that for every identity theft
incident in the real world, it can translate to different target PII attributes set in
our analysis. From ITAP, we have 627 different PII attributes which we choose
the ones that are closely related to credit card frauds as our target PII attributes.
The selected PII attributes are listed in Table 1. In the experiment, the target
PII attributes are supposed to be protected from the malicious attacker with
various defense strategies that the user adopt. The goal is to benchmark dif-
ferent defense strategies against the effective attack strategies targeting these
crucial PII attributes. In our first evaluation, we compared three different which
the detailed description of the strategies are presented in Table 2.

Defense Strategy

Optimal defense Strategy from solving the stochastic shortest path game indicates the
best PII attributes to recover

Random From all the PII attribute it can choose, uniformly choose one to
recover.

No defense No PII attributes were selected during the game
Table 2. Artificial Strategies Comparison: Three artificial strategies used in the ex-
periment.

First, we look at how a person’s identity behaves in real life. In this scenario,
we do not adopt any defense strategies to the identity and there is no attacker in
the system. PII attributes are exposed due to daily life activities like filling out
forms on the Internet or taking a survey. The identity on average survives 100.16
rounds in the setup. Next, we add in the attacker. Note that in this case, the
attacker is adopting the minimax strategy as explained in the previous section.
In short, rather than aggressively maximizing the effort of identity attacking, the
strategy is instead guaranteeing the result of each attack as if there is someone
on the other side actively protecting the target PII attributes. When the identity
is under attack without any defense measure, the round of survival is down to
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34.47. Next, a defense strategy is adopted by the identity owner. The defender
in this case took advantage of the knowledge to the structure of the UT CID
Identity Ecosystem. In this case, the rounds of survival goes up to 49.48 as shown
in Figure 4. We also put in a random defense strategy from the user to adapt as
a reference case. The average round of survival in this case is 36.54. As one might
expect, it is almost as bad as no defense for the identity we wish to protect.

The round of survival evaluation is averaged from repeating the experiment
for 100 times for each scenario. In order to claim that one strategy is significantly
stronger than the other, we conduct hypothesis testing with the ones we are
interested to show that one is statistically larger than the other.

Fig. 4. The survival analysis result of three artificial strategies. Given that the attacker
is using its optimal strategy, if the user does not take action, the number of rounds
of survival goes from 100.16 to 34.47. If a random strategy is adopted by the user,
the number of round of survival is 36.54. In the case that a good defense strategy is
adopted, the number of round of survival can go up to 49.48.

We also introduce three different strategies that are closely representing what
most commercial company are adopting today. The major difference between the
three is the choice of PII attributes to monitor which the choices are often dif-
ferent from company to company. The PII attributes to monitor in each of the
passive defense strategies are listed in Table 3. Passive A and B corresponds
to strategies adopted by paid identity protection service while Passive C corre-
sponds to a free identity protection service.
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Monitored PII attributes List

Passive A ’Bank Account Information’, ’Name’, ’Social Security Number’,
’Credit Card Number’, ’Line of Credit’, ’Wire Transfer Amount’,
’Court Documents’, ’1099 Form Information’, ’Employment Status’

Passive B ’Social Security Number’, ’Court Documents’, ’1099 Form Information’,
’Bankruptcy Report’, ’Forged Document Information’, ’Employ-
ment Status’, ’Voiceprint’, ’Arrest History’, ’Court Document’, ’Name’

Passive C ’Name’, ’Address’, ’Social Security Number’, ’Line of Credit’, ’e-
Medical Record’, ’Financial Statement’

Table 3. Real world passive monitor strategy setup.

The survival evaluation compared to optimal strategy Figure 5 shows that
how these strategies are performing against a smart attacker who has the knowl-
edge of how PII attributes associate with one another. We can see these strate-
gies are not performing well compared to the optimal strategy generated from
the algorithm. Suppose we are only evaluating these strategies with their cor-
responding survival rounds. One rule of thumb we can observe immediately is
that the more connected PII attributes a specific passive strategy is monitor-
ing, the better the protection it is. Notice here in order to defend the identity
network efficiently, covering as many strongly connected PII attributes as pos-
sible is obviously a good choice. For a specific type of criminal activity, which
corresponds to a specific target PII attribute set in our analysis, it is also very
important that the PII attributes covered by surveillance should include as many
PII attributes that are connected to target PII attributes as possible. Passive
strategy A is the one has the most coverage and the most covered PII attributes
that are connected to target PII set. Although Passive B is also a strategy with
large coverage, most of the coverage from the set are more connected to court
related PII attributes. Passive C is the strategy used by some free protection
service with the most basic coverage hence the poor performance. It is worth
mentioning that these strategies are all real world related as they are all passive
monitor strategies that current real world companies are using.

5.2 Discussion

From the results in the previous section, there are several interesting results that
we want to point out. First of all, there exists a gap between the optimal ac-
tive protection strategy and common passive monitor protection strategies. This
suggests there is room to improve these strategies the companies are adopting
right now. Such improvement can be done by carefully choose the PII attributes
to monitor. For example, from UT CID Identity Ecosystem, we can actually
find PII attributes that are closely related to certain identity theft incidents to
better enhance the defense against certain type of incident. On the other hand,
the experiment result from last section only shows the capability of these real
world strategies against a credit card fraud type of identity theft incident. How
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Fig. 5. The survival analysis result of three real world strategies against a malicious
attacker in a financial fraud scenario. The actual PII attributes under surveillance for
different strategies are provided in Table 3. In this experiment, Passive A is the most
effective it has a average survival round difference of 2 compared to the strategy that
is not effective. We can also observe a clear gap between the optimal defense strategy
and these passive monitor strategies.

these different identity protection service provider strategies performed against
identity theft in general needs more work and criminal story analysis to justify.

Second, we can now compare and analyze different strategies quantitatively
utilizing the framework. We can further estimate the effectiveness of strategies
against different kinds of identity theft incidence like credit card theft or medical
identity theft. This also suggests that one can utilize the framework to exploit
the weakness of a strategy while improving it.

We would also like to point out that our random strategy in the experiment
is actually not a practical strategy which is why it is categorized as an artificial
strategy. It is listed here as a reference to better understand the identity theft
defense problem. As mentioned in the previous section, it is nearly impossible or
cost-heavy to recover some of the PII attributes because its nature. For instance,
we seldom see a person change his/her name because of identity theft and fraud.
In our experiment, we do exclude some of the PII attributes so that once it is
exposed, it cannot be recovered while we did not have enough data to classify
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the level of cost to recover. This is also the main reason why in the real world,
the monitoring list for important PII assets are usually a relatively small subset
of the PII attributes in the UT CID Ecosystem.

6 Conclusion

This research offers a tool bringing together the UT Center for Identity Ecosys-
tem, game theory, Markov decision processes, and reinforcement learning to gen-
erate and evaluate the best strategy in the real world for defending against the
theft of personal identity information. This research proposes a simulation-based
Dynamic UT CID Identity Ecosystem to evaluate and evolve the efficacy of dif-
ferent identity protection strategies, mainly comparing different strategies to
passive strategies employed in many commercially offered identity protection
products. The system can also be a universally applicable tool for evaluating
and recommending identity protection strategies. It can also be used as an eval-
uation of one system against different types of identity theft incidents. In the
future, the work can develop into a foundation to understand how initial expo-
sure of individual PII attributes evolves into crucial PII breaches over time in
terms of the dynamic integrity of a person’s identity ecosystem.
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